Call to Order

Present: Andrew Thai, Crystal Inacay, Edward Lin, Ellen Kim, John Hughes, John Laxa, Miranda Pan, Tammy Tong, Emily Roxworthy, Liz Henry, Astrea Villarroel-Sanchez, Zaid Mansuri, Jason Jennings, Louie Cruz, Norienne Saign, Raian Kutubi

Absent: Masoud Jalali, Raul Herrera

Impact vs Value Graph

- The ones ranked highest will get strongest endorsement
- This year → looking more for academic success
  - student success is second
- When ranking, take into consideration the wide range of dollar request
- OASIS Summer Bridge is going to happen
  - also has SFAC support
- Higher attendance at lower cost → still doesn’t cover everything for Art Power
- Why was Ashoka ranked so low?
  - less tangible results
  - a lot of faculty involvement → so even without SFAC endorsement, it still may work out for this program
- Triton Food Pantry asked for $3,000 from each college
  - some students uncomfortable expanding it
  - the money goes straight to food → not to administration
  - last year each college funded $1,000 each
  - Triton Food Pantry most likely will not fail
- Success Coaching won’t grow without student fees funding
  - very new
  - testimonials didn’t feel like enough
  - we either support the program or we don’t → hard to split it up
  - expensive request
- Greek Life Peer Educator
  - the positive feedback for it might be misleading
  - maybe needed but not as effective
    - however, we don’t want to lose a relatively effective program
  - need to avoid another socially insensitive Greek incident
- New Idea → One, very strong peer education program for all
  - impact going beyond Greek system
  - students prefer peer education to staff lecture
  - peer education is beneficial for mentor/mentee
    - not so much the educational component of it
    - benefits the professional development of peer educator
- ECRA Equipment Operator
- impact → somewhat impacts everyone because people drive past it
  - student experience → not as deep influence as the others
- proposal may not have fully captured the scope
- a lot of new space to maintain → need for landscape
- **GrAdvantage Program Expansion**
  - opportunity for departments on campus to consult
  - both departments and graduates benefit (directly benefits students)
  - very popular
  - has SFAC support
- **AEP is expensive**
- **Student Health is 30% of Student Services Budget**
  - have been asking for Primary Care Physician for awhile
- **Undergraduates not covered for eye care, but graduates are**
- **Health promotion specialist**
  - optometrist supervisor is not a doctor

**Adjournment**

**Present:** Andrew Thai, Crystal Inacay, Edward Lin, Ellen Kim, John Hughes, John Laxa, Miranda Pan, Tammy Tong, Emily Roxworthy, Liz Henry, Astrea Villarroel-Sanchez, Zaid Mansuri, Jason Jennings, Louie Cruz, Norienne Saign, Raian Kutubi

**Absent:** Masoud Jalali, Raul Herrera